
Cell Biology Haiku Competition 

                                     What is a haiku? The haiku originated in Japan and is a verse (poem) written in three   
                    lines. The haiku does not rhyme. Instead, the haiku sets a mood or portrays a feeling or scenery. 

         The entire haiku is composed in 17 syllables. The first line contains five syllables, the second line has  
        seven  syllables, and the third and final line has five syllables. 5-7-5. 

Example of a Haiku:     Another Example of a Haiku: 

 Little chloroplast     Encrypted secrets 
  Holding a piece of sunlight    in nucleotide spirals -  
   Sweet exhalation     the genetic code 
    - Cindy Valencia     - Nicole Garbarini 
 

Please create an organelle Haiku of your own - type (calligraphy ok) and display neatly.  
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Mitochondr ia 
Oh, how I need energy 

I love ATP 

 
Cris Robson 




